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Irregular LDPC Codes using Column-Weight based
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Abstract—In this letter, a novel scheduling scheme for decoding
irregular low-density parity-check (LDPC) code, based on the
column weight of variable nodes in the code graph, is introduced.
In this scheme, the irregular LDPC code is decoded using
the shuffled belief-propagation (BP) algorithm by selecting the
variable nodes in descending order of their column weight.
Via numerical simulation, it is shown that the proposed high-
to-low column-weight based decoding schedule can noticeably
increase the convergence speed at medium to high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) over AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels without
introducing additional complexity or error rate degradation.
Furthermore, it is found that the improvement in decoding
convergence is proportional to the maximum column-weight in
the code graph.

Index Terms—LDPC codes, belief-propagation, shuffled decod-
ing, column-weight, decoding schedule, AWGN, Rayleigh fading.

I. INTRODUCTION

LDPC codes [1], [2] are known for their capacity
approaching performance when decoded using belief-

propagation (BP) algorithm operating on the Tanner graph
(TG) of the code. The BP decoder is an iterative algorithm
in which soft messages are generated and passed between
the variable and check nodes (mvÑc and mcÑv) along the
edges of the Tanner graph. To execute the BP algorithm, there
exist different decoding schedules which define the order of
message propagation over the Tanner graph. These schedules
can be broadly categorized into two schemes, namely flooding
and serial schedule. In flooding schedule, all the variable node
and check node messages are simultaneously computed and
propagated along the edges of the Tanner graph. In contrast, in
serial schedule, the variable and check nodes are sequentially
updated one at a time. In general, for any iterative decoder,
the convergence speed or the number of message updates
required for convergence are very important from the practical
implementation perspective. In this regard, both flooding and
serial schedules can be simplified to reduce the computational
complexity of BP decoder [3]. Regarding the serial schedule,
it can be implemented from the perspective of check node
sequencing, or variable node sequencing. In check-node-based
serial schedule, also known as layered decoding [4], each
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check node and its connected variable nodes are updated one-
by-one; whereas in the variable-node-based serial schedule,
also known as shuffled decoding [5], each variable node and
its neighbors are updated one-by-one.

In this letter, we will focus on the convergence of shuffled
BP decoding schedule. As the variable nodes are updated
serially by the shuffled BP decoder, the order or sequence
of variable node selection becomes very important. An ap-
propriate order of variable node updating can improve the
code’s error performance as well as the decoding convergence
speed. With this motivation, an informed dynamic schedule
(IDS) has been proposed in [6] where the variable node
with the highest residual magnitude is updated first assuming
that the selected variable node has not converged. The IDS
scheme speeds up the convergence rate and improves the error
performance but also increases the scheduling complexity.
There are some other extensions of IDS technique which have
further improved on the former scheme [7], [8]. However, they
all have introduced additional complexity associated with the
residual computations for the variable nodes. In addition to
modifying the iterative decoder for faster convergence, other
approaches are aimed at designing LDPC codes with inherent
fast convergence properties [9], [10].

In this letter, we propose a novel shuffled BP decoding
schedule, specifically for irregular LDPC codes, based on
the column weight of variable nodes. Since an irregular
LDPC code contains variable nodes with different column-
weights, we propose to update them in a descending order
such that high column-weight variable nodes are updated
first, followed by low column-weight variable nodes. We
refer to this scheduling as ”high-to-low column-weight based
scheduling”. For the proposed scheme, the decoder sorts the
variable nodes by decreasing column weight order only once
offline, thereby precluding the need for run-time computations
for the selection of variable nodes. Thus, the proposed scheme
does not introduce any additional run-time computational
complexity. Investigations further reveal that the convergence
rate of BP decoder can be noticeably improved using the
proposed scheduler.

II. COLUMN-WEIGHT BASED SHUFFLED BP SCHEDULING

The pseudo-code of the proposed column weight based
shuffled BP scheduling is given in Algorithm 1. The vector
S is used to store the variable nodes in high-to-low column-
weight order. Then the variable nodes are serially updated
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following the sequence of vector S. To investigate what brings
about the improvement in convergence rate of the shuffled
BP decoder, we first note that any sequence of variable node
processing leads to the same number of edges to be updated
over the Tanner graph per decoding iteration. Thus, in one
decoding iteration, each edge is updated only once regardless
of which sequence of variable node processing is executed.
However, when we update the variable nodes in descending
order of their column weight, we effectively allow the decoder
to generate a higher number of aggregated messages per
decoding iteration. Here, aggregated messages refer to the
total number of updated massages (soft information, mvÑc)
summed over all the variable nodes. This quantity measures
the amount of updated information available for processing
the next-in-queue variable node. Therefore, a higher number
of aggregated messages provides more timely information
updates for subsequent variable nodes and helps accelerating
the convergence-rate of shuffled BP decoder.

We now present an example to demonstrate the difference
in the number of aggregated messages when a particular
sequence of variable node processing is followed. In Fig. 1, we
show a simple irregular LDPC Tanner graph with five variable
nodes, where three nodes have column-weight 2 and two nodes
have column-weight 3. The labeling on variable nodes from v1
to v5 represents the sequence of node processing. In this figure,
both high-to-low and low-to-high column-weight sequencing
are shown. We observe that, in both scenarios, the total number
of updated edges per iteration are equal to 12. However, in
the high-to-low order, individual variable nodes v2, v3, v4
and v5 take advantage of 3, 6, 8 and 10 information updates
respectively at the instance of their node processing. On the
other side, in the low-to-high order, the same variable nodes
v2, v3, v4 and v5 receive 2, 4, 6 and 9 information updates
respectively. Overall, the number of aggregated messages for
the high-to-low pMH´Lq and low-to-high pML´Hq ordering
are 39 and 33 respectively. This difference in the number
of aggregated messages influence the convergence speed of
shuffled BP decoder.

To compute the number of aggregated messages for a
general irregular LDPC code, let us denote the fraction of
degree-i variable nodes with λ̃i, the maximum variable node
degree with dv,max and LDPC code-word length with N .
Then, the number of aggregated messages for high-to-low
pMH´Lq and low-to-high pML´Hq column-weight ordering
can be given by (1) and (2) as

MH´L “

dv,max
ÿ

i“1

»

–

Nλ̃i
ÿ

k“1

˜

dv,max
ÿ

j“i`1

jpNλ̃jq ` ik

¸

fi

fl (1)

ML´H “

dv,max
ÿ

i“1

»

–

Nλ̃i
ÿ

k“1

˜

i´1
ÿ

j“1

jpNλ̃jq ` ik

¸

fi

fl (2)

For the case of random column-weight ordering, we can
approximate the number of aggregated messages pMRq as

MR « d̄v
N

2
pN ` 1q (3)
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Fig. 1: Illustration of message propagation: upper-part is the
proposed high-to-low column-weight based scheduling; lower-
part is low-to-high column-weight based scheduling.

where d̄v is the average variable node degree, given by

d̄v “

dv,max
ÿ

i“1

iλ̃i

To plot the number of aggregated messages, we make use of
the capacity approaching rate-1{2 irregular LDPC codes with
optimized degree distributions as given in [11]. For N “ 2000
and LDPC codes with dv,max “ 5, dv,max “ 10, dv,max “
20, dv,max “ 30 and dv,max “ 50 obtained from [11], we plot
MH´L, MR and ML´H quantities in Fig. 2. In this figure,
we notice that the value of MH´L is larger than both ML´H

and MR as expected. Furthermore, we also observe that the
value of MH´L is proportional to the maximum variable node
degree dv,max. It will next be shown that the convergence
speed is correlated with dv,max.

Algorithm 1 : Column-Weight based Shuffled BP Schedule.

1: Load vector S “ tv1, v2, ..., vNu,ñ variable nodes sorted
by high-to-low column-weight order

2: for all n “ 1 : N do
3: for every cm P neighborhood of vn do
4: Generate and propagate mcmÑvn

5: end for
6: for every cm P neighborhood of vn do
7: Generate and propagate mvnÑcm

8: end for
9: end for
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Fig. 2: Number of aggregated messages for high-to-low
(MH´L), random (MR) and low-to-high (ML´H ) column-
weight based scheduling schemes: Using N “ 2000 and
LDPC codes [11] with dv,max “ 5, dv,max “ 10, dv,max “
20, dv,max “ 30 and dv,max “ 50 respectively.

III. DECODING CONVERGENCE AND ERROR RATE
PERFORMANCE

In our simulations, we use the progressive-edge-growth
(PEG) [12] algorithm to construct the parity-check matrices for
the irregular LDPC codes given in [11]. This algorithm is well-
known to construct finite-length LDPC codes with very good
error performance. However, it is pertinent to mention that
our proposed scheme is not just applicable to PEG algorithm
but can also be incorporated with other code construction
schemes, e.g. ACE [13] algorithm. To show the improvement
in convergence-rate using Monte Carlo simulations, we first
plot the average mutual-information (MI) computed at the
output of variable node processor versus the number of de-
coding iterations, allowing high-to-low (MIH´L) and low-to-
high (MIL´H ) column-weight ordering for the dv,max “ 50
code, as shown in Fig. 3. We observe that, for moderate
channel SNR values, the mutual-information tends to con-
verge faster for the proposed high-to-low column-weight based
scheduling.

Using the same irregular LDPC codes, we simulate and
plot the normalized average number of decoding iterations to
visualize the increase in the convergence speed. In addition
to rate-1{2 LDPC codes optimized for AWGN channel [11],
we also plot the normalized decoding iterations for rate-1{2
LDPC codes optimized for Rayleigh fading channel [14]. For
that, we denote IH´L, IL´H and IR as the average number
of LDPC iterations performed per decoded code-word for
the high-to-low, low-to-high and random column-weight based
scheduling schemes respectively. Then, the normalized average
number of iterations can be given by the ratio IH´L{IL´H
and IH´L{IR, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.
From these two figures, we notice that the proposed high-
to-low column-weight based scheduling scheme speeds up
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Fig. 3: Illustration of mutual-information curves for the high-
to-low (MIH´L) and low-to-high (MIL´H ) column-weight
based scheduling schemes for dv,max “ 50 LDPC code [11]
over AWGN channel.

the convergence-rate. To be more precise, for dv,max “ 50
code over AWGN channel, we get around 37% and 29%
faster convergence speed compared to low-to-high and random
column-weight based scheduling. Similarly for dv,max “ 50
code over Rayleigh fading channel, the proposed scheme
increases the convergence speed by upto 35% and 22%. We
also observe that the increase in the convergence speed is
proportional to the maximum column-weight dv,max, since
the number of aggregated messages are directly related to this
parameter as explained earlier.

To compare the error performance of different column-
weight based scheduling schemes, we simulate the bit-error-
rate (BER) and frame-error-rate (FER) curves and plot them
in Fig. 6 for dv,max “ 10 and dv,max “ 50 codes over
AWGN and fading channels using BPSK modulation. We
observe that the error performance is not affected by any
sequence of column-weight based processing. Hence, the
convergence speed of shuffled BP decoder for an irregular
LDPC code can be increased using high-to-low column-weight
based scheduling, without incurring additional complexity or
error rate degradation.

Finally, as a further merit of the proposed work, it is
relevant to comment that the proposed high-to-low column-
weight based scheduling is compatible with the existing low-
complexity decoding schemes, such as [15], [16] wherein
partial set of variable nodes are updated per decoding iteration,
and can be used in complementary manner for achieving faster
convergence speed.

IV. CONCLUSION

Noting the importance of decoding schedule on the com-
plexity and convergence rate of iterative LDPC decoder, we
present a novel shuffled BP decoding schedule based on the
column weight of variable nodes. Specifically, we propose to
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Fig. 4: Average number of decoding iterations for the proposed
high-to-low column-weight ordering normalized by low-to-
high column-weight ordering over AWGN and fading chan-
nels.
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Fig. 5: Average number of decoding iterations for the proposed
high-to-low column-weight ordering normalized by random
column-weight ordering over AWGN and fading channels.

update the high column-weight variable nodes first, followed
by the low column-weight variable nodes. This schedule
requires sorting of variable nodes in descending order of their
column-weights only once in the offline mode, eliminating the
need for run-time computations. Using computer simulations,
we observe a noticeable improvement in the convergence
behavior of BP decoder by plotting the mutual-information
curves and the normalized average number of decoding itera-
tions for different rate-1{2 irregular LDPC codes operating in
AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. Furthermore, we show
that the convergence speed improves with higher maximum
variable node degree dv,max of the LDPC code, and the
speedier convergence does not degrade the error performance.
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